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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

TONY ROBERTS
PRESIDENT, AWCI ANZ

A CHALLENGING YEAR AHEAD
Welcome to the first issue of On the Surface for 2020. I hope you all enjoyed
the Christmas break and are looking forward to the rest of the year, despite
the uncertain times we are facing thanks to the bushfires and COVID-19.
First, some housekeeping: The structure
of the AWCIANZ office will have changed
by the time you receive this magazine, and
I will make sure the up to date details are
passed on to you by your state executive
officer or the website.
We certainly had a rough start to the year,
with much of the country affected by the
bushfire disaster. Our thoughts go out to
people directly affected and a huge thank
you to all the volunteers.
We are certainly all aware of the
uncertainty that is resulting from
COVID-19 pandemic. With this in mind,
the Executive have deferred the 75th
AWCIANZ Conference to 2021 and, a date
will be advised in the coming months.
I must acknowledge the hard work being
done by the state affiliate executive
officers—the beginning of the year is
when they plan all of their social functions,
training courses and meetings for the year.
This is certainly made all the more difficult
with the restriction on large gatherings
and events.
To the corporate members and sponsors,
your continued support whether financial
or input by way of technical or professional
advice is very important to the AWCIANZ.
Your input helps to provide with the service
required to members throughout Australia.
I would also like to thank the support of
the AWCIANZ Executive Committee. Since
I have taken over the reigns as president,
there have been issues that we are still
dealing with and I appreciate their support
in the AWCIANZ moving forward.
If anyone has seen the Will Smith movie

I Am Legend (based on a book from a
half-century earlier), it seems to prophecy
the response that many governments
across the globe have taken, including our
own. In the movie it was seen that the
government shut borders, called in the
military, mandated city-wide lockdowns
and called for home isolation.
The months ahead will no doubt be
challenging for all businesses as they
brace for this pandemic. The Australian
Government has released its stimulus
packages to try and counteract the
economic effects this will have on
businesses. I sincerely hope this is
sufficient and wish all of our industry the
best as we try to operate sustainably in
this environment.

To ensure that AWCIANZ is best able to
support the wall and ceiling industry, we
welcome feedback on the experience you
may have had and also the questions that
you have concerning the implementation
of, and impacts arising from, and the policy
approach of the Australian Government
and its state/territory counterparts. You
can email your questions and concerns to
admin@awci.org.au.
You can also check out our feature on
preparing for the pandemic on page
10—hopefully this will dispell any myths
surrounding COVID-19 and give you some
sound advice on how to best prepare your
business for the months ahead.
In the meantime, stay safe and remember
to wash your hands!
on the surface
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NEXT- level

luxury
When the words ‘sleek’, ‘sophisticated’
and ‘exclusive’ are used to describe a
space, you know the craftsmanship
behind its design and construction
has risen to a new level of excellence.

Brisbane Domestic Airport’s premium members-only
Qantas Chairman’s Lounge is attended by some of the
world’s most elite and has the style to match.
Designed by Sumu Design in collaboration with David
Caon, the lounge has soft, neutral tones of walnut timber
and brass, a fresh open-plan design with an array of
flexible spaces including work zones and meeting rooms
that are accented by large, privacy-shielding armchairs
and leather lounges, a bespoke bar manned by some of
the country’s leading mixologists and a dedicated dining
room featuring a la carte menus by the famed Rockpool.
The members-only lounge exudes luxury and class down
to the smallest details thanks to the team at FastTracked Constructions, who won Best Innovative Use of
Plasterboard for their creativity and craftsmanship on
this project at the 2019 CSR Gyprocker’s Choice Awards.
Fast-Tracked Constructions managing director Jonathon
Agostinelli said there wasn’t a lot in the project that you’d
find in a textbook.
“We really had to use our initiative to ensure the project
not only came in on brief, but exuded the quality and
style necessary for a lounge of its calibre,” he said.
“The entire project was a challenge. I would have to say

6 on the surface
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each day there was something that needed out-of-the-box
thinking, but the solution to all these challenges was simply to
not get ahead of ourselves and instead concentrate on the steps
we could do until the detail we needed to use became apparent.”
Tailoring their approach to each individual need during the
project, Fast-Tracked Constructions utilised a multitude of
plasterboard products.
Of the 440 partition walls across the entire build only six were
straight. As such, the team met this challenge by primarily
integrating the use of thinner, more flexible 6mm Gyprock
plasterboard that allowed them to curve, cut and manipulate the
product as needed.
Standard 10mm Gyprock plasterboard was used for the ceiling,
with the team using bulkheads to add flair to the design.
However, a key challenge was the impracticality of running
multiple bulkheads into one obtuse corner. It should have been a
difficult process, but it was one the Fast-Tracked Constructions
team had an ingenious solution for.
“In the bar/lounge area there is an internal corner that had seven
angles running into it that met the junction of a round/curved
bulkhead, the underside of which raked down 10 degrees and
the ceiling above raked the opposite way 14.5 degrees with the
internal of that ceiling also being rounded and curved.

Tailoring their approach to
each individual need during
the project, Fast-Tracked
Constructions utilised a multitude
of plasterboard products.
on the surface 7
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"These ceilings meet the coffered ceiling that runs down the
length of the building raked the complete opposite way 18
degrees,” Mr Agostinelli said.
“This corner had to meet at the intersection, which made it very
original. We had seven angles running into one little corner, so
we had to think outside of the box to find a way to make it
work whilst looking impressive.”
The answer came in the form of a balloon.
Mr Agostinelli said the balloon solution was something
that popped into the team’s heads onsite. After first being
successfully trialled on the ground, a balloon was then placed
into the gap left where six angles met each other, a gutter
guard mesh was applied to it with a layer of base, a second
coat base and finally a third coat topping.
“After the plaster had gone off the balloon gradually goes
down over time, leaving just the plaster finish,”
Mr Agostinelli said.

Another challenge the team faced was creating an inverted ceiling
coffer in the shape of Australia on the raking entry ceiling.
Describing it as the most enjoyable challenge of the entire
project, Mr Agostinelli said this element took the team back to
old-school methods.
“The original outline was marked out on the floor by a surveyor and
we then had to build MDF coffers to the shape of Australia that all
biscuit-jointed together,” he said.
“The ceiling was raked and twists as you walk down the corridors, so
the coffers couldn’t be made flat or on a straight angle. They actually
had to be manufactured with a twist in the MDF.
“This was enjoyable as it was old-school. Lasers and string lines didn’t
work as they all indicate straight lines, so this took a lot of time but
the end result is a raking, twisting inverted coffer with LED lights
in the surrounds to create shadow lines as you walk through the
Business Lounge entry foyer.”
No project is without its difficulties though, and being located at
an airport posed a significant one for the Fast-Tracked Solutions
team. Stringent security measures meant obtaining ASIC cards for
employees as well as the documentation of each tool down the
smallest Stanley blade as having entered or left the worksite. All
materials also had to be hand lifted up 48 stairs to the second level
due to airport policies that prohibited the use of cranes.
“The project ran 24/7 with multiple crews on shift for day and night
works,” Mr Agostinelli said.
“But this was a whole team effort. This project has a long list of
potential excuses, but not one person in the project team made an
excuse for anything. It was a great project for ADCO Constructions
and the team deserves all the credit as they did a fantastic job given
all the single use situations we faced along the way.
“The Brisbane Airport Qantas Chairman’s Lounge was a highlight in
our portfolio, and a really successful project. We are incredibly proud of
the team’s achievement.”

D
csr gyprock is PROU
TO HAVE WORKED ON
brisbane airport's
lounge
qantas chairman's
8
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Preparing for

A pandemic

As the coronavirus—or COVID-19—
situation continues to evolve and develop
in Australia and internationally, it seems
increasingly likely it will begin to affect
almost all industries, including the wall
and ceiling industry.

will also be relevant and helpful during
the upcoming flu and cold season.

Currently in Australia, the people who are
most at risk of contracting coronavirus
are those who have recently been to
mainland China or Iran, or who have been
in close contact with someone who is
confirmed to have coronavirus.

what businesses need to
know about coronavirus

AWCI believes the best way to handle
these kinds of situations is to be
as prepared as possible and to take
necessary precautions. As a rule of
Workplace Health
thumb, businesses who are over-prepared
& Safety Laws
for crisis scenarios fare better than
In accordance with Work Health and
businesses who are under-prepared —or
Safety (WHS) laws, businesses must,
worseCoronavirus
yet, not prepared athas
all. been officially
within reason,
ensure the
declared
byhealth
the and
safety of their workers by identifying
The extent
to which
COVID-19
will
World
Health
Organisation
(WHO) as a pandemic.
hazards and eliminating or minimising
spread is unpredictable, as are the
So ramifications
what does
this mean
your business?
associated
risks. COVID-19 is a
potential
and outcomes
on for
potential hazard and so necessary
a global level. However, the precautions
precautions to minimise the associated
that can be taken now to protect your
risks must be taken.
business from the effects of coronavirus
10 on the surface
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How to Help Mitigate the
Effects of Coronavirus
So how can you help mitigate the effects of
coronavirus in your business? Some ways to
identify and minimise the risks associated with
coronavirus include:
Ensure you and your staff understand
coronavirus and are up to date on the latest
information, using reputable sources such as
government health departments and WHO.

Review, update or implement infection
control policies, practices and procedures,
and ensure they are being followed...

having contracted COVID-19, such as
those who have recently travelled to

Review, update or implement infection control
policies, practices and procedures, and ensure
they are being followed and are effective.

mainland China or Iran, are planning to

Talk to any employees who are at risk of

confirmed cases of COVID-19. These

travel overseas in the near future, or
who have been in contact with other

employees may now be required to selfisolate at home for 14 days.
Review the facilities and products you
provide employees that allow them to
maintain effective hygiene practices,
such as hand sanitiser.
on the surface 11
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Coronavirus—WHAT YOU NEED TO KnOW
Who is at risk?
In Australia, the people most at risk of getting the virus are those
who have recently been in mainland China and Iran, or have been in
close contact with someone who is a confirmed case of coronavirus.
How it spreads
There is evidence that the virus spreads from person-to-person.
The virus is most likely spread through:
• close contact with an infectious person
• contact with droplets from an infected person’s cough or sneeze
• touching objects or surfaces (like doorknobs or tables) that have
cough or sneeze droplets from an infected person, and then
touching your mouth or face.

... the virus cannot be
transmitted through goods
that have moved, travelled
and been exposed to different
conditions and temperatures.

Source: World Health Organization

Dos and don’ts for preparing your business
Do:
• Encourage staff to wash their hands regularly using soap and
water
• Hand sanitiser should be utilised if soap and water is not an
option
• Regularly sanitise office phones and surfaces with disinfectant/
isopropyl alcohol
• Encourage staff to maintain social distance of at least one metre
• Encourage staff to practice respiratory hygiene—this means
covering your mouth and nose with your bent elbow or tissue
when you cough or sneeze. Then dispose of the used tissue
immediately.

Don't
• Touch your face, mouth or nose with your hands. Why? Hands
touch many surfaces and can pick up viruses. Once contaminated,
hands can transfer the virus to your eyes, nose or mouth.
• Panic or stockpile goods. Purchase what you need when you need
it, but there is no need to stockpile goods. This simply leads to
shortages and can disadvantage the most vulnerable within our
communities.
• Avoid products made in China or other countries reporting
coronavirus cases—the virus cannot be transmitted through
goods that have moved, travelled and been exposed to different
conditions and temperatures.
Source: World Health Organization

12
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Consider the effect on your business if key
staff are required to self-isolate. In this
scenario, would you still have everything you
need to maintain an effective business? Or is
there any way that staff would continue to be
able to work from home and do they have the
resources to do so?
Take into consideration your supply chain and
whether these resources will continue to be
available in the event of a crisis. This includes
services that you may outsource, such as
accounting or ICT.
If your business is public facing, be prepared
and armed with knowledge to answer
questions your clients or customers may have
regarding hygiene.
As COVID-19 is an evolving situation, it’s
important to stay updated so that you can
continue to provide your employees and
customers with the necessary precautions
to mitigate risks. In particular, it is important
to document the appropriate plans in your
Business Continuity Plan and that you regularly
update and practice this plan.
AWCI is carefully monitoring developments
regarding COVID-19 and will keep members
updated.

RM00927AA

Armstrong Ceiling Solution's new
general manager for Australia &
New Zealand, Gavin Wellington

2020 vision of

Armstrong
Ceiling Solutions
With a history dating back more than
150 years, Armstrong Ceiling Solutions
has changed and evolved many, many
times. Now, following an acquisition
by Gebr, Knauf KG, the company is
entering its latest incarnation in 2020
with a clear vision for the future.

WoodWorks Downward demountable
ceiling system provides total
acoustics coupled with the natural
beauty of wood

From humble beginnings in Pennsylvania, US, in 1861,
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions first began its Australian
operations on May 12, 1961, initially as a supply and
install contractor, then later adjusting its business model
to be purely distribution.
It’s this ability to adjust, identify and meet the needs of
its clients that has seen Armstrong successfully navigate
the ups and downs within the industry, to remain in good
stead for its latest incarnation as a division of Knauf
Ceiling Solutions with new general manager for Australia
and New Zealand, Gavin Wellington.
Gavin may be a recent addition to the Armstrong
management team, however, he is more than familiar
with the company, having first started as a territory
sales manager, way back in 2001. Following a short
break away in 2011, Gavin rejoined the team to lead its
South East Asia business in 2014, before most recently
relocating from Singapore to Sydney this year with his
wife and two children.
It’s understandable that with so much change happening
behind the scenes, there could be concern about what

14
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Black finished Optra One Way
Exposed K2C2 system in
theatre-style teaching areas
provides maximum sound absorption

MetalWorks One Way Hoo
k On ceiling
system provides total aco
ustics in
open plan faculty areas

Just as he did in South East Asia,
Gavin is looking forward to as
many local site visits as possible

By working closely with all stakeholders,
including Multiplex, John Wardle Architects,
Arc Plastering and Marshall Day Acoustics,
Armstrong Ceiling Solutions was able
to offer a range of acoustical ceiling
options in materials from soft fibre
through to wood and metal that met the
requirements of the project.
“Undertaking such a significant fitout
project really demonstrates our pedigree
to deliver complex projects beyond just the
modular tile and grid,” Gavin explains.
would happen from a market perspective, however, Gavin is quick
to calm those fears.
“We are working hard so that from a customer perspective there
will be very little or no change,” he says.
“Of course, with a new owner things internally will be done
differently. We will be looking to grow our business at a faster rate
than previously, and this means we are fully focused on knowing
and understanding our customers’ needs to develop solutions that
deliver value.
“Our vision for the future hasn’t really changed now we are a
part of Knauf Ceiling Solutions. We will continue to drive value for
our customers—those who design, build and occupy commercial
spaces. We need and want to grow the modular ceilings market, as
it is our responsibility as market leader.”
While Armstrong Ceiling Solutions is well known for its modular
ceilings, Gavin says many people don’t realise the company also
offers metal pan, mesh, and fibreglass ceilings, and has recently
added a woodworks range to its portfolio. This was demonstrated
in the Monash University project it recently undertook in
Melbourne (pictured above).

“When looking at our end users, not only are they office workers
looking for a productive space but also school teachers and children
looking for a better learning environment, or hospital patients
wanting and deserving a better healing environment.”
It is with this in mind that Gavin says he and the Armstrong Ceiling
Solutions team are constantly putting themselves into the minds
of the end users. One aspect the company is beginning to explore
is a new dedicated contractor-facing email program that will include
installation tips and tricks.
“We feel as though we spend so much time on projects that
we tend to forget about sharing some of the innovation we’ve
developed along the way,” Gavin says. “So we are going to share
regular snapshots showing how we have helped installers deliver
better solutions for their clients.”
Gavin is keen to connect with all Armstrong Ceiling Solutions’
customers here in Australia, and would like to meet with as many
installers as possible.
“While we may be wearing new colours, under the bonnet we are
still the same 'veterans of the industry', working in partnership each
day in this exciting fitout industry, “ he says.
on the surface
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Melissa Haywood
HEAD OF VISTAPRINT IN AUSTRALIA

How to be a business
boss in 2020
Every business owner, big and small, needs objectives to stay
motivated, keep their business on a healthy progression and
for all their employees to feel a part of the process.
There is no better time than now to
ensure you start a brand-new decade
with your business on the right track.

Don’t reach too high or
stoop too low
Setting achievable goals seems
straightforward, yet business owners
often get it in wrong in formulating their
business strategy.
Ensure that your goals are measurable
by establishing clear objectives. Need
better social coverage? Formulate
clear objectives such as creating social
media accounts and measuring success
through volume and reach of social
interactions. Your business will become
lost if you don’t have manageable and
do-able goals.

Big and small dreams
Your goals need to fit on a timeline
both in the near and distant future.
Have all your goals too far and you’ll
lose motivation from feeling no sense
of achievement. If your goals too close,
you’ll twiddle your toes unsure what
else to accomplish.
Keep a healthy mix of short term and
long-term goals to establish an ongoing
progression with your business. Relish in
the short-term goals being achieved and
use that motivation as fire to your burner
to accomplish your long-term ones.
Remember that once a goal is achieved,
you should replace it with another.
Order your goals on a logical timeline
through tools like a personalised
calendar or notebook.
16
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Say them out loud
An effective tactic to staying accountable
and building on your 2020 business
resolutions is to share your objectives with
your employees and peers. Feedback is
part of the workshopping process of goal
setting and having a soundboard will open
you up to perspective on your goals. It
helps as well to have your employees aware
of your goals to keep them motivated and
feeling a part of the team.
You may also like to share your goals
with your customer/client base. This
transparency demonstrates to clients and
customers your willingness to continue
developing and growing. Don’t be afraid for
to share your goals as it may just develop
your stakeholder relationships.

Know the market
Investing in market research and competitor
analysis will equip your business strategy
with the edge it needs.

Study the customer base and understand
their needs and desires. Setting up goals
adjacent to market needs will ensure
they are measurable and achievable.
Understand what it is that your target
wants and what is missing, and your goals
will write themselves.
Tracking your competitors will lead you
to goals that go above and beyond their
movements.
Approaching your marketing with a holistic
vision of the industry will also assist in
highlighting your unique selling proposition,
and make your business stand out from
your competitions in the coming year.
Melissa Haywood is head of Vistaprint
in Australia, applying her skills to the
exciting world of customised products,
helping everyday Australians grow their
own businesses successfully, no matter
what the size. www.vistaprint.com.au

Commercial Safety Assurance (CSA)
a preferred provider of workplace safety
compliance services to AWCI members

Positive and Proactive Workplace Safety
The benefits to your business when you invest
in your workers’ health and safety
CSA’s Safety Program helps your business to focus on improving work
processes that will benefit your workers’ safety and reduce, for example,
silica and skeletal disease risks in your workplace.

‘

Safework
Australia

If, as a business owner
you don’t provide a safe and
compliant workplace, we will
do our job and enforce all
regulations and
penalties.

• reduced absenteeism.
• reduced workplace injuries.
• reduced workers’
compensation costs.
• reduction in employee risk
factors by up to 56%.
• prevention of silica and
musculoskeletal disorders.

You have the information
and now the choice is simply yours.

‘

Phone 1300 859 363
to make an appointment for a no obligation
FREE workplace safety audit report.
State you are an AWCI member.
RM00808AA
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AUSTRALIAN TAX OFFICE

Helping business owners meet
their tax obligations
As the owner of a plastering business, understanding your tax obligations
and having efficient processes in place to meet these obligations gives
you time to concentrate on running your business.
To assist with this, the Australian
Taxation Office (ATO) has provided some
updates on changes for 2020 and has
some key tips on staying on top of
everything.

AUSkey retiring & your new
key to business
The way you access the ATO’s Business
Portal is changing. From the end of
March 2020, you won't be able to use
AUSkey—it’s being replaced because it
hasn’t kept up with modern technology.
This includes Manage ABN Connections,
so if you're accessing the Business
Portal using your myGov details you're
also impacted.
You will need to start using:
• myGovID—which is the Australian
Government's digital identity
provider and a new way to prove
your identity online.
• Relationship Authorisation Manager
(RAM)—an authorisation service
that allows you to act on behalf of
a business online when linked with
your myGovID.
If you or your staff use the Business
Portal, you’ll need to set up your
myGovID and link your ABN using RAM.
You need to register to use these by the
end of March 2020.
You can read more and access our
helpful factsheets at ato.gov.au/
mynewkey.

Single Touch Payroll
If you’re an employer, one of the
18
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If you’re struggling to manage your
financial commitments or getting behind
with your tax, contact the ATO as early as
possible to find a solution.

biggest changes for your business was the
introduction of Single Touch Payroll or STP
in 2019.
STP is a new way of reporting tax and
super information to the ATO, delivering
benefits for both employers and employees
by streamlining payroll processes and
providing greater visibility for the ATO in
relation to unpaid super or late payments.
You should be underway with your STP
reporting by now. If not, it’s not too late if
you missed the September 30, 2019 start
date, but time is running out. You can talk
to the ATO or a registered tax or BAS agent
for help getting started.

Record keeping and cash flow
One of the elements underpinning a
business’s success is accurate and complete
record keeping that enables you to:
• be in a good position to assess your
cash flow
• more easily meet your tax, super and
employer obligations

information resource will help make it
quicker and easier to find and understand
what you need to know and do to meet
the legal record-keeping requirements for
businesses. That way you can focus more
time on the success of your business.
Making sure you have good cash flow
will help keep your business going
and ensure you have money for those
unexpected business expenses. The ATO
suggests all businesses prepare a cash
flow projection as part of their planning
and refer to it regularly.

Thinking about purchasing
assets for your business?
If you’re thinking of purchasing new or used
assets for your business, there have been
changes to the instant asset write-off
which may benefit you if your aggregated
turnover is less than $50 million. The
instant asset write-off threshold has been
increased to $30,000 and extended to June
30, 2020.

• identify small issues before they
become big ones.

This means you can purchase and claim a
deduction for multiple assets provided each
asset is under the threshold and is used or
installed ready for use.

The ATO’s Record keeping for business

To make sure you take full advantage of

BUSINESS

the instant asset write off, check the ATO’s
website for more information at ato.gov.
au/instantassetwriteoff.

Introduction of e-invoicing

E-invoicing will be available this year, so
be on the lookout for software solutions
that will save you time and money when
dealing with your trade partners.

E-invoicing is the exchange of invoices
between buyers and suppliers. It’s faster,
easier, and cheaper to create e-invoices,
and can save you time and money.

To get ready for invoice, and read more
about how it will benefit your business,
visit www.ato.gov.au/einvoicing.

E-invoicing reduces rekeying and
associated errors, and you won’t lose your
e-invoice, so you’ll always be on top of
your record keeping requirements.

When it comes to managing your tax and
super there is always support available.
If you’re struggling to manage your
financial commitments or getting behind
with your tax, contact the ATO as early as
possible to find a solution. Visit the ATO
support page (ato.gov.au/sbsupport) for
more information.

It’s also reassuring to know that
e-invoicing is a secure method of
processing your invoices, reducing the risk
of falling victim to a scam.

Getting support

Don’t forget the ATO
also has a page which is
tailor made for tradies.
Don’t forget the ATO also has a page
which is tailor made for tradies. Check it
out at ato.gov.au/tradies.
To help you keep up to date, subscribe
to the ATO’s Small business newsroom
and get regular updates on tax and
super news. Subscribe now at ato.gov.
au/sbnews.
on the surface
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JOHN MAILER
CEO, PROTRADE UNITED

How to train a dolphin
(and your team)
Have you ever wondered how
the dolphin trainers at SeaWorld
get a dolphin to jump six metres out of
the water and perform tricks? They get
the dolphin to go over a rope, further out
of the water than most of us can imagine.
This is a great challenge—as great as the
ones, you and I face as business leaders,
parents and managers.
Can you imagine the typical managerial
approach to this situation? The first thing
we would do would be to get that rope
right up there at six metres—no sense
celebrating shortcomings. We call that goalsetting, or strategic planning. With the goal
clearly defined, we now have to figure out a
way to motivate the dolphin. So, we take a
bucket of fish and put it right above that sixmetre rope—don’t pay the dolphin unless it
performs. Then we have to give direction.
We lean over from our nice high and dry
perch and say, “Jump dolphin!”
… and the dolphin stays right where it is.
So how do the trainers at SeaWorld do it?
Their number-one priority is to reinforce the
behaviour that they want repeated—in this
case, to get the dolphin to go over the rope.
They influence the environment every way
they can so that it supports the principle of
making sure that the dolphin cannot fail.
They start with the rope below the surface
of the water, in a position where the dolphin
can’t help but do what is expected of it.
Every time the dolphin goes over the rope, it
gets positive reinforcement. It gets fed fish,
patted, played with, and the most important,
it gets that reinforcement.
20
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The key action is finding someone doing
something right today and acknowledging
them for it.
But what happens when the dolphin
goes under the rope? Nothing—no
electric shock, no constructive criticism,
no developmental feedback and no
warnings in the personnel file. Dolphins
are taught that their negative behaviour
will not be acknowledged.
Positive reinforcement is the cornerstone
of that simple principle that produces
such spectacular results. And, as the
dolphin begins to go over the rope more
than under, the trainers begin to raise the
rope. It must be raised slowly enough so
that the dolphin doesn’t starve physically
or emotionally.
The simple lesson to be learned from the
dolphin trainers is to over-celebrate. Make
a big deal out of the good and little stuff
that we want consistently. What gets
rewarded—gets repeated!
Secondly, under-criticise. People know

when they screw up. What they need
is help. If we under-criticise, punish and
discipline less than is expected, people will
forget the event and usually not repeat it.
In my opinion, most successful businesses
today are doing things right more than 95
per cent of the time. Yet what do we spend
the majority of our time giving feedback
on? That’s right—the two, three, four,
maybe even five per cent of things that
we don’t want repeated and didn’t want to
happen in the first place.
We need to set up the circumstances
so that people can’t fail. Over-celebrate,
under-criticise, and know how far to
raise the rope. The key action is finding
someone doing something right today and
acknowledging them for it.
For more information on growing your
business and your team, visit
www.protradeunited.com.au.
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PLASTERBOARD

RECTIFICATION

RESULTING FROM
FLOOD INUNDATION

Where a dwelling has been inundated with flood waters,
it will be most likely that affected plasterboard will need
to be removed.

In many cases, it will be obvious where plasterboard has been
soaked or contaminated but if in doubt, seek the advice of a
professional tradesperson to assess necessary actions.
Over-eager early action may remove more plasterboard than is
necessary, so review the following information before stripping
out the linings.
If rectification work is to be claimed through insurance, make sure
you contact the insurance assessor to determine appropriate
rectification actions.

CONSIDERATIONS:
• Identify the type of lining—plasterboard, fibre cement sheet*,
timber, fibrous plaster. Plasterboard may need removal from
the level of inundation. Timber and fibrous plaster may
not require removal and may simply require bleaching and
washing down.
• Identify the safety hazards, sharp materials, nails, electrical, etc
and use appropriate health and safety procedures.
22
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• Where the board has attracted mould and has not been
inundated, then a propriety cleaner with bleach or similar may
be used. This is usually all that is required to keep the mould at
bay, however, oil of cloves can provide a longer residual mould
inhibition, giving a more lasting result.
• Plasterboard that has to be removed should be taken to the
nearest board joint above the inundation level. Depending
on the size of the plasterboard, this will either be 1200mm,
1350mm or full height to the ceiling.
• Remove wet insulation.
• Surface and backing paper delamination is likely to occur down
the track if wet plasterboard has not been replaced.
• Stud adhesive may also have been compromised and will not
become evident until later.
• Contamination of sheeting by sewage, toxins and chemicals
needs to be evaluated.
• Almost all ceilings that have been inundated will need to be

TECHNICAL

replaced (especially where absorbent insulation is involved).
Water will likely have ponded for too long a period, and all the
fixings compromised as well.
*Note, this article primarily refers to plasterboard. Fibre cement
sheet is different to plasterboard and subject to different
considerations and might not require removal. Fibre cement
sheet should be carefully assessed as to whether or not it
contains any asbestos—seek specialist advice on removal
if sheets contain asbestos. Please contact the fibre cement
manufacturer for guidance.

REMOVING AFFECTED PLASTERBOARD
There are two ways of doing this:
METHOD ONE:
Remove the damaged sheets to approximately 300mm above the
high water mark preferably at the nearest joint above the water
line. Given sheets are either 1200 mm or 1350 mm high it will
either be at these joints or at full wall height (see method two).

Plasterboard that has to be
removed should be taken to the
nearest board joint above the
inundation level.

Because the replacement joint will most likely be made up of
one new recessed edge board abutting the existing sheet (a
butt edge), the joint should be treated as a butt joint. There will
be a crown created which may cause glancing light issues and
setting out over 600mm (the same as a butt joint) will reduce
the noticeability of the crown. See the Australian Standard AS/
NZS 2589:2017 (Figure 4.4.5) for more information on setting
out for butt joints. Note: A decorative dado rail may also be used
over the new join without the requirement of troweling.
on the surface
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Make sure a
qualified electrician is
satisfied with wiring
prior to sheeting.

METHOD TWO:

Recess completely
filled. First coat

Fully remove the sheets to full wall height, which will also
involve the removal of the cornice.
This approach will usually necessitate the repainting of
the ceiling unless a larger cornice can be applied over
the area where the previous cornice was and there is no
other damage evident.
BEFORE RE-LINING:
• Make sure a qualified electrician is satisfied with wiring
prior to sheeting.
• The framing must be dry (less than 16 per cent moisture
content) and the screws removed.
• Stud adhesive can be removed using a sharp chisel or
more effectively, an electric planer, bearing in mind not
to plane the studs.

240
First coat

170
Second coat

250
Final coat

340
Second coat

500
Final coat

(a) Recessed joint and
back-blocked butt joints

(b) Butt joint made over
framing member
DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES

FIGURE 4.4.5

MINIMUM COVER WIDTHS FOR RECESSED AND BUTT JOINTS

Standards AS/NZS2589:2017 Source: Australian Standards AS/NZS2589:2017

Manufacturers and suppliers of wall and ceiling linings
have further specific information, so please refer to the
websites listed below.
BGC ................................... www.bgc.com.au/fibrecement

• Clean out any debris above the bottom plate.

.................................................

• Do not reuse water damaged insulation.

USG Boral ................. www.usgboral.com

www.bgc.com.au/plasterboard

CSR Gyprock.......... www.gyprock.com.au
Knauf ............................. www.knaufplasterboard.com.au
James Hardie ....... www.jameshardie.com.au
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WHAT'S
NEW
Simple Seismic Solutions
Low-VOC bond formula
Trim-Tex launched its newly formulated
low VOC 847 spray adhesive in 2019.
The VOC content dropped from 55
per cent to 40 per cent by weight to
meet the strict California Air Resources
Board regulations. Trim-Tex 847 Spray
Adhesive is a high-tack, pressuresensitive spray adhesive designed and
tested by engineers to be used with
Trim-Tex vinyl beads.
The new low VOC formula has the
same web pattern that forms a
superior bond between the bead
and plasterboard. It has been
thoroughly tested to meet the same
performance standards you expect of
Trim-Tex 847 Spray Adhesive.
www.wallboardtools.com.au

The enforcement of seismic design consideration for
lightweight acoustic ceiling systems can no longer be
ignored by installers.
Already we are seeing easier access to Seismic Design
Criteria (SDC), which can be typically found on the General
Notes page of the structural drawings. This is a highlyvisible indication that the issues are being understood back
at the early building design and specification stage.
The need to understand the cost implications of designing
and installing to a site-specific SDC is therefore paramount
at the time of tender.
Knauf AMF can assist tendering subcontractors with free
preliminary design guidance on supply of the full suite of
project documents in 48 business hours. This guidance
will give subcontractors an understanding of bracing
requirements, additional components, expansion joints
and construction methods based on these site-specific
considerations.
The subcontractor can elect to have a full-design service
including engineered sign-off to local certification
requirements quoted at the time of tender, so there are no
surprises. Try Knauf AMD's free or full design service today.
www.knaufamf.com.au

Modern alternative to shoe covers
Trimaco E-Z Floor Guards work by easily placing a sheet of
adhesive plastic film onto the bottom of your shoe or boot to
avoid tracking dirk and debris into a home or jobsite. Simply
step, pull and tear! It’s easier that putting on traditional shoe
covers. Going back outside? Don’t bother to remove the film,
just apply a new layer as you re-enter the jobsite. Keep your
home or jobsite clean with the easy-to-use and economical
E-Z Floor guards. Contact Tenaru for more information.
www.tenaru.net.au
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Rethink
Façade Design

WATER
Built-in water
repellant barrier,
no membrane
needed

WIND
Withstands wind
pressures up to
7kPa

FIRE
Suitable for
non-combustible
construction

Smart façade design is key when it
comes to protecting a building from
the elements.
Finding a balance between water and condensation
management, air-tightness and non-combustibility can
be challenging - particularly when it comes to designing
taller and more complex facades.
Introducing RAB™ Board, the rigid air barrier by James
Hardie. Designed to meet the building industry’s
changing requirements for high-performance weather
barriers, this unique green panel is sealed with James
Hardie’s innovative CoreShield™ penetrating sealer

technology, keeping water, air and wind out, while
allowing moisture vapour to easily escape - enabling the
framing cavity to drain and dry.
Installed beneath external cladding or rainscreens,
RAB™ Board delivers superior water resistance, longterm durability and strength - and is also deemed
non-combustible. The result of James Hardie’s extensive
innovation and research into durable and resilient façade
design, RAB™ Board provides a fully-certified solution
that offers superior defence against wind and moisture.
Designed to Battle the Elements

For high performance façade design help or more information, log onto
www.rabboard.com.au

RM00791AA

© 2019 James Hardie Australia Pty Ltd ABN 12 084 635 558. ™ and ® denotes a trademark or registered mark owned by
James Hardie Technology Ltd. All images shown are for illustration purpose only. Actual product may vary. Contact James
Hardie for further information.

WHAT'S NEW

Enhanced performance and durability
Studco offers a comprehensive range of premium quality top
hats with improved performance and excellent durability,
thanks to the innovative roll-formed profile of the section and
the use of high-grade galvanised steel. Studco top hats are
available in 0.75mm and 1.15mm gauge steel and come in a
range of heights and widths.

and minimum edge distances must be maintained on screwfixed lining boards. This section utilises a self-adhesive foam
backing strip for weather-tight seals between lining boards
and is used in conjunction with our other 35mm high top hats
to create a complete facade framing solution.
www.studcosystems.com.au

Studco also manufactures a unique 120mm wide top hat for
use at lining board junctions, where two lining boards meet

Authentic concrete look that lasts

ONE FINISH TO RULE THEM ALL
One Finish by CSR Gyprock is a pre-mixed acrylic compound
for uniform surfacing on plasterboard walls and ceilings,
created specifically to benefit builders and contractors
by streamlining the installation process and produce
high-quality results. Ready for roller usage and requiring
no special skill or equipment, the formula saves time and
labour by eliminating the need for hand trowel treatments
and sanding, efficiently achieving the highest criteria of a
Level 5 finish.

Designed and manufactured in Australia, ExoTec Vero is
factory-sealed using James Hardie’s superior CoreShield
Sealer Technology, providing long-term durability and
water resistance. ExoTec Vero doesn’t yellow, warp or
degrade over time, making it suitable for use in a wide
range of commercial and residential settings.
ExoTec Vero works in combination with the highlytrusted, fully-certified ExoTec Façade System – known
for its superior weather-tightness and performance
over the life of the building—ensuring immediate
compliance and guaranteed performance.
www.exotec.com.au

Finishes applied to plasterboard surfaces have a significant
effect on the perceived quality of installation, particularly
where critical lighting conditions exist. This uniquely
formulated surfacer hides imperfections by concealing
variances in texture, porosity and sheen between paper and
compound. As a drying product, it is ideal for skim coating
with the ability to fill flaws while smoothing irregularities.
Its paint-like consistency leaves walls and ceilings with a
premium white finish and flawless appearance.
One Finish is available nation-wide at Gyprock Trade stores
and specialist distributors.
www.gyprock.com.au
on the surface
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NEW SOUTH
WALES

tony roberts
President, AWCI New South Wales

AWCI NSW Response to Australia’s Bushfire Crisis
AWCI NSW was shocked and saddened by
the catastrophic bushfires that threatened
people, wildlife, and homes across our
nation earlier this year.
Since the beginning of the 2019 fire
season, over 10 million hectares has been
burned, more than 25 people have lost
their lives, and an estimated one billion
animals have died. All states and territories
have felt the impact of these fires.
Our deepest sympathies are with all those
who have been affected by the tragedy.
We are also aware that some of the
AWCI NSW members are volunteering for
the fire authorities and other support
organisations. Our heartfelt thanks go to
all the volunteers, particularly Australia’s
firefighters, as they undertake such
difficult work.
AWCI NSW has been in contact with
various ministers within the NSW
Government urging them to ensure
that the disaster recovery phase will
consider risks associated with unlicensed

tradespeople carrying out work unlawfully
and potentially creating major issues
for consumers. The minister for Better
Regulation and Innovation, Kevin
Anderson, responded to AWCI NSW
advising that the government would be
encouraging consumers to verify licence
details and check that a contractor or
tradesperson is appropriately qualified
to carry out residential building work. Mr
Anderson advised that consumers are
being encouraged to complete checks by
visiting the Public Register at onegov.nsw.
gov.au/publicregister before engaging a
contractor or tradesperson

An important message issued by ICARE:
NSW bushfire disaster
assistance update
icare’s thoughts are with our firefighters,
volunteers and other emergency
personnel, families and communities
affected by the widespread, devastating
fires burning across NSW.
This is a difficult time for many of our

customers and we are here to help.
First and foremost, rest assured you are
covered and don’t need to do anything at
this time. If you have been impacted by
the fires, please reach out when it is safe
to do so to discuss how we can support
you and your premium and policy needs
through these difficult circumstances.
Call us on 13 44 22.

For your injured workers
A number of service providers in the
worst-affected areas are currently unable
to provide treatment and care. As a result,
obtaining medical certificates and ongoing
treatment may be a concern for some
time as they gradually return to business
as usual.
For customers experiencing difficulties
arranging alternative treatment
and care options, please email us at:
disasterassistance@icare.nsw.gov.au.
We will provide further updates in the
coming weeks with more information to
help you during this difficult time.

AWCINSW TRAINING
AWCINSW offers
CPC31211 Certificate III Wall and
Ceiling Linings
Apprenticeship program
CPC31211 Single Unit competencies
from the training package
Recognised Prior Learning Programs
Got the industry skills and experience
but not the qualifications? Call us.
Electrical Test & Tag
Save time, money and enable you or
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your employees to do your own in-house
Electrical Test & Tag.
Stilts Training
Keep you and your employees safe
when they are using stilts and keep
your business safe and compliant with
AWCINSW’s stilts training .
Insulation Installation Training
Want the pathway to getting on the
Clean Energy Council as an accredited
installer of insulation? Contact AWCINSW

for training opportunities.
Passive Fire Installation Training
Take the industry accredited training to
ensure you are complying with the most
recent requirements for Passive Fire
Systems Installations.
Please contact AWCINSW on
02 9891 6188 for the above or any
other training opportunities.
AWCINSW — Your Industry, Your
Training Provider

Important information issued by the Australian Taxation Office
Devastating bushfires have been
burning across large parts of Australia
since late 2019.
If you live in one of the identified
impacted postcodes, we'll
automatically defer any lodgments
or payments you have due. You, or
your agent, don't need to apply for
the deferral. We'll automatically defer
income tax, activity statement, selfmanaged super fund (SMSF), fringe
benefits tax (FBT) and excise return

lodgments, and their associated
payments, until May 28, 2020.

Stay tuned for
event dates
for 2020

If you've been affected by this disaster
but your postcode or local government
area (LGA) is not in the current
postcodes list, don't worry. Phone our
Emergency Support Infoline on 1800
806 218 for help.
We understand that your priority at this
time is your family and community, and
we'll help you sort out your tax affairs.

NEED HELP?
If you—or someone you know—
needs help, you can find support by
contacting the organisations below.

Lifeline

If you are looking for help and need
to chat with trained mental health
professionals, contact Beyond Blue on
1300 22 4636—24 hours a day.

Lifeline is a national
charity providing all
Australians experiencing
a personal crisis with access to
24 hour crisis support and suicide
prevention services. Call Lifelife on
13 11 14—24 hours a day.

Beyond Blue also offers an online
chat service, and various online
forums via their website: https://www.
beyondblue.org.au/get-support/getimmediate-support.

Lifeline also offers an online chat
service, and a Lifeline text. For more
information, visit https://www.lifeline.
org.au/Get-Help/I-Need-Help-Now.

Beyond Blue

AWCI NSW would
like to extend a
warm welcome to
our new members:
Bietola Interiors
Craig Bietola

Durnco Group P/ L

A step in the right direction
AWCI NSW is partnering with
Newscorp in a product created to
assist students and job seekers in
making plans for their career choice.

A Step in the Right Direction will be
distributed to every secondary school
in NSW for their senior students.
Both printed and electronic copies
will be available for students to
access.
The magazine aims to inspire
with real-life success stories and
showcase options for careers.
AWCINSW’s focus will be on wall
and ceiling linings and the positive
opportunities choosing a career in
our industry will provide.

APPRENTICES
Congratulations to the following
apprentices who recently completed
their Certificate III Wall & Ceiling
Linings with AWCINSW Training:

Ana Alvarado

Profix Gyprocking
Danny Salkic

Bradley McLeish
Mark Segreto
Regan Thelfall
Joshua Childs Earl
Congratulations to the following
apprentices who recently completed
their Certificate III Wall & Ceiling
Linings via the AWCINSW Recognised
Prior Learning Program:

Steven Willdern
Manuel Salvador

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.nsw.awci.org.au
PO Box 450, Parramatta
NSW 2150

Phone: 02 9891 6188
Email: awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au
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QUEENSLAND
GEOFF HART
President, AWCI Queensland

President’s Report
Being well into 2020 now, I hope you
have all hit the ground running and are
enjoying the slightly cooler weather.

2. Your actual overhead percentage.

This year looks to be a bit tougher with
main topic of discussion primarily focused
on pricing. We are all in the same boat. None
of us can control pricing; the factors outside
your control should be left there, including:

4. Your relationship with the client.

1. Competitors making genuine mistakes
(we all do it).
2. Competitors meeting or believing
builder's “budget”.
3. Competitors on tools with low
overheads.
4. The age-old backdoor deals.
What you need to understand and control:
1. Your actual budgeted cost.

3. Your profit margin—this is the only
number you can adjust.
5. Your ability to provide quality and
timely service.
6. Your ability to sell the above.
Obviously lots of other factors come
in to play, however, if you understand
and control the above your chances of
winning work with a margin left in it are
greatly increased.
We have all done jobs for practice and
I, for one, try really hard not to do it
anymore. I often hear “so and so gets
his material cheaper than me" and while
it does pay to check pricing regularly,
the truth is most suppliers will have

a volume-based price structure. So, if
you do 100,000sqm per month and
you compete with someone doing
300,000sqm per month, they may have
a slightly better buy price. Keep in mind
they also may have a larger overhead.
If you are competing in a space where
you and your main competitors are
around the same size, chances are,
given both have done the estimate
correctly, your total material bills if the
site and purchasing are managed well
will be that close it will be negligible.
So, how do I make money? Manage the
hell out of your labour, check it yourself
no matter how good your supervisor is,
and avoid reworks and inefficiencies due
to poor construction programming.
I hope this helps!

This is the last report from Geoff Hart, as he has made the difficult decision to stand down as President. Perry Richardson
was voted in as President in a recent Special General Meeting and will commence writing the On the Surface reports from
next issue. We would like to take the opportunity to thank Geoff for his hard work and dedication to the Queensland chapter.

Training
AWCI QLD runs bi-monthly Passive
Fire Courses for the industry.
Currently we have available to us
funding in order to complete the
course at a reduced price.
The next course is on Saturday,
April 4. If you would like to
complete the course at the
discounted rate, please visit our
website to register:
www.awciqld.org.au/passivefire-registration/.
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Five Minutes With...
Penny Flanigan
Reliance Walls & Ceilings

Q: WHEN DID YOU JOIN AWCI AND WHY?
A: I joined last year to ensure my business
had the back up support of the AWCI.

Q: TELL US A BIT ABOUT YOURSELF
A: At work I am the director of Reliance
Walls and Ceilings and co-director of
Newflange Industries. At home I am a
young mother of a 12-year-old daughter,
a 10-year-old son, and a wife to a
mechanic. I love to spending time at the
beach with my family or camping on
farms with friends. If I get any spare time,
drawing and painting are a must to keep
me sane.

Q: FUNNIEST MOMENT ON THE JOB
A: That would have to be my first ever
site visit, realising there was a process
between sheeting and painting the
plasterboard. Turns out the setting
process is something that’s kinda
important!

Q: BIGGEST CHALLENGE IN YOUR BUSINESS?
A: Honestly, being a female. It is so hard
to constantly having to prove myself
not only to builders and consultants but

Key Dates
for 2020
APRIL 4
Passive Fire Course
April 7
Board meeting
MAY 29
Annual Golf Day

to any new employees. In saying that,
it can also be the most rewarding when
people realise that I do have just as much
knowledge base if not more than most
tradespeople and builders.

Q: FAVOURITE PART OF THE JOB?
A: My favourite part is working on the
technical side of a project, figuring out
how to actually construct something and
then watching it come together.
Last year when I invented my “Improved
Smoke Riser” it used all my knowledge
from framing, cladding, fire rating and
acoustic. When we watched the smoke
test and saw it being released into the
atmosphere, it was a moment I will never
forget. Thirteen years of knowledge and
learning and seven months of hard work
as a team was extracted in three minutes.

Q: WhAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN?
A: A day on the water with my husband
and kids or a night out dancing with the
girls.

Q: WhAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE HOLIDAY SPOT?
A: Fraser Island—nothing better than a
day at Eli Creek.

Living up to builders' expectations
It has been a while coming, but we are finally able to provide our members with
some factual videos on Level 4 & 5 finishes that can be used onsite when it comes
to showing a builder or client what the minimum standard is, dependent on what
has been paid for. To access the paint and plaster videos, you will need to log into
the Queensland website and click on Member Portal. We hope this will go a long
way in assisting in any disputes in regards to your agreed finish. For assistance with
logging into the website, please email Suzanne on suzanneb@awci.org.au.

AWCI QLD would
like to extend a
warm welcome to
our new members:
Astute Interior Linings
Bradley Crow
Drew Folbigg
Form Corp Interiors
Hayden Hoskins
Hillen Staff Solutions
Jai Catton
Jake Swan
Jonah Carroll
Matt Dennis
Matt Schultz
Max Booth
MG Plastering
Mitchell Jeffrey
PPL ACT NSW
Robottom Plastering
Rotorvated Plastering
Shane Kovchenko
Tim Haling Carpentry
Tom Pool
Trent Jordan
Unique Plastering

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.awciqld.org.au/
member
12/16 Crockford St
Northgate Qld 4013

Phone: 07 3846 5688
Email: adminqld@awci.org.au

AROUND THE STATE

International Womens Day Luncheon
AWCI QLD held an International Womens
Day Luncheon on March 6 at Wynnum
Golf Club to support women in the Interior
Linings industry.
With two guest speakers, the attendees
were educated on different technology
they can use in order to run their
businesses more efficiently, and also what
to look for and, most importantly, what not
to sign when given a contract. There were
plenty of door prizes and lots of laughter
around the room, and a great day was had
by all. It has also shown a need to back
those who work in both support roles and
managing businesses in order to network
and meet others in the same situation.
The good news is that there will be more
days like this, including further educational
workshops on issues that will have a direct
impact on the running of a business, and
also getting your business noticed. Stay
tuned for more information!
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ASHLEY MARSHALL
Vice President, AWCI Queensland
Last month I was elected to the vice
president role for the AWCI QLD and I
thought this issue of On the Surface
would be a good opportunity to
introduce myself.
I started in the industry at the tender
age of 16, although it has been in my
family for many decades, having had a
father, grandfather, grandmother and
an uncle whom all have played a part in
this wonderful industry of ours.
Initially when I started it was to be a
stepping stone to head to university

Starting off working in fibrous
manufacturing, special order work for
high-end jobs gave me a good insight
into how the industry was changing
and evolving. I then went into the
contracting side of things, learning how
to estimate and take off residential
and commercial jobs that progressively
evolved into project management as
these things normally do when working
in a small business.
At the age of 21, I met my now husband,
James on a night out with a friend
who had recently celebrated finishing
university to become a teacher. We
started chatting as we had both
attended the same high school. It wasn’t
until a few weeks later we both realised
we were in the same industry. As life
goes, we got married and he became
a sub-contract setter doing mostly
residential work, I continued in my role of
estimating/project management.

In 2016, After 11 years at Ornamental
Cornice, we made the big decision of
forming Platinum Interior Linings ... with
a three-year-old, a newborn baby and a
half-renovated house in tow!
Talk about biting off more then we
could chew! At the time I was very
fortunate to have been elected to the
executive committee for the AWCI QLD.
I felt extremely grateful back then and
still today to be surrounded by such a
wonderful team of people who have so
much knowledge of the industry and a
passion for change. Many of them have
been great mentors an continue to
inspire us.
This year marks my 16th year in the
industry (which happens to be exactly
half my life). It has been inspiring to see
the positive impact women have made
on the industry and continue to make.
With multiple contracting companies
with a female at the head, I really can’t
wait to see where the next decade or so
can take us!

RM00917AA

or TAFE to go on to have a career in
anything other than construction!
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AUSTRALIA

STEPHEN LANGRIDGE
President, AWCI South Australia

President’s Report
Welcome to a new decade, and the start of 2020 has bode
well for South Australia. Talking to several commercial
contractors and suppliers, January 2020 saw one of the best
starts in Adelaide for many years. There are still apartments
and new hotels being built, and with the growth in mediumsized commercial work, and the State Government providing
another stimulus package for building works in schools, both
the tier one and two contractors should be busy for the
coming year.
The domestic market remains steady. The trend estimate for
total number of dwelling units approved in South Australia rose
0.5 per cednt in December. The trend estimate for the number
of private sector houses rose 0.5 per cent in December.

New Committee
AWCISA held its AGM on November 27, 2019, and I would like
to welcome the following committee members.
President

Steve Langridge

Vice President

Jared Repen

Treasurer

Louise Langridge

Executive Committee:
		
		

Boris Mahne, Martin Haywood,
Phil Cooymans, Peter Rodgers
and John Bricher

Seismic Seminar
AWCISA held a Seismic Design Seminar on
Tuesday, February 11. John Woodside was
the presenter.
John’s credentials in this area are second to
none. He is a Fellow of Engineers Australia,
the American Society of Civil Engineers, the
Institution of the Civil Engineers and the
Institution of Structural Engineers and has
been practicing for about 50 years.
He has been involved in seismic design in
Australia for the past 35 years and is a past
Chairman of Australia Standard AS 1170.4
for earthquake loads for the design for
buildings for seismic loads.
Finally, he is Chairperson of the Ceiling
Standard AS/NZS 2785 to be published later
this year.
This was not only a very informative session,
but the participation from the audience
and John’s professional but lighthearted
presenting manner meant that it was not
only educational for all of us but enjoyable.
Everyone’s feedback after the seminar was
positive and John, kindly agreed to not only
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provide the presentation in PDF form for
the Members who attended, but for it to be
available on the members-only section of
the website.
AWCISA would like to thank John again for
providing this session free of charge for
our members.

Five Minutes With...
Joshua Handke
Premier Plasterboard

Key Dates
for 2020
MAY 30

GALA DINNER
Adelaide Festival Centre

SEPTEMBER 2020
GOLF DAY

Q: WHEN DID YOU JOIN AWCI AND WHY?
A: I originally joined the AWCI when I
started my first company over 10 years
ago. I was very green at this stage and
being apart of the AWCI helped me
gain vital knowledge I needed to run a
business in the Adelaide wall and ceiling
industry.

Q: TELL US A BIT ABOUT YOURSELF
A: When I was 16 and still at school I was
working three jobs to try and earn money
to fund my racing. I finished school and
fell into the residential linings industry...
Fifteen years later, here I am running a
commercial linings company.

Q: Most memorable moment of your career
to date?

A: Working for months on end to win a
major project against all odds! Knowing
that all the years of experience paid off
to get to the level of business I originally
dreamed of.

Q: What are the biggest challenges in your

TBA

business?

A: The biggest challenges I face are
getting paid on time and managing
cashflow. The linings industry is notorious
for builders not paying on time and
builders going bankrupt. As I have faced
both challenges in the past, it’s a major
factor in running a successful business.

Q: What is your favourite part of the job?
A: It is a very rewarding feeling watching
a build unfold, knowing your team has
completed the project on time and budget.

Q: WhAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN?
A: I enjoy motorsports, snowboarding
and wakeboarding. Anything that’s an
adrenaline rush, I'm keen to have a go at.

Q: WhAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE HOLIDAY SPOT?
A: Japan would have to be one of the
most amazing countries I have had the
pleasure of travelling to. The culture,
people, infrastructure, cities and cars are
just mind-blowing.

Awards of Excellence

Christmas Drinks

We have our Awards of Excellence night
booked for Saturday, May 30 at the Adelaide
Festival Centre.

Thank you to Phil Cooymans
for hosting our Christmas
drinks last year.
As an Association, we
like to put on this event
free of charge to all our
members, both contractor
and corporate, so having
such a fantastic venue as
Phil’s Adelaide Pressed Metal
showroom provided free of
charge was a great help.

Put this in your diary, book a table or contact
AWCI SA on adminsa@awci.org.au and just get
a couple of tickets, as this will be a spectacular
evening not to miss.
If you haven’t yet got your entry in for the
awards, please do as entries close April 30, and is
for work completed up to the end of March.
Remember if you don’t enter you can’t be
recognised for the excellent work you have done.

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.sa.awci.org.au
6 Todd St,
Port Adelaide SA 5105
Phone: 08 8440 2438
Email: adminsa@awci.org.au

around
the states

tasmania
clinton steele
President, AWCI Tasmania

President’s Report
construction activity
It appears that Tassie is still travelling well in all sectors of our
trade, but of course, we like the rest of the world are concerned
at the possible flow on effects of the current pandemic. Our
thoughts are with those directly affected.
Knight Frank reports that in percentage terms, Tasmania is
leading the nation in housing approvals and starts.
Commercially, we have seen the financial demise of a
mainland domiciled contractor who has left the state after
significantly underquoting on the scope of works on a
major project.
The Royal Hobart Hospital is on the news again with the
‘surprise’ that the project is behind programme and will not
be handed over on time. Significant major defects have been
identified in several areas, including water testing showing
unacceptably high lead levels in the water.

Training, promotion of trade and
Association activities
Our AGM was held at the Charles Hotel in
Launceston on Valentine's Day weekend with a
good turnout.
The team remains largely unchanged at this time,
with our vice president’s able partner Nicola
volunteering to help out with treasury. Thank you,
and thank you to our corporate member attendees
who helped make the weekend a success.
We have applied for funding to run several courses
this year, and expect to build on last year’s passive
Fire training with both Cert 4 and attendance/info
courses.
RM00852AA
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Stay tuned for
Key Dates
for 2020

Noel and Nicola from
Kaines Plaster

Awards of Excellence Presentation
Awards of excellence trophies were
presented to the winning recipients
at the AGM Dinner.
Winners were:

Specialty Linings:
Noel Kaine, Kaines Plaster
Compliments for Hair Renovation –
Lauderdale

Decorative:
Noel Kaine, Kaines Plaster
Mount Stuart Renovation – Mt Stuart

Domestic to 50K:
Noel Kaine, Kaines Plaster
Apollo Bay Shack – Apollo Bay

Commercial 300K to 1 Million Dollars:
Nathan Treloar Plaster Designs
(Burnie):
Devonport Country Club

Commercial over 1 Million Dollars:
Tasmanian Professional Plaster/
BrockPlaster:
Glenorchy Medical Centre.

Nathan and Nikita from
Plaster Designs

Nick and Jan from Tasman
ian
Professional Plaster.

Congratulations to all winners and all
those who submitted an entry.
Thanks also to our Administrative
Assistant, Rosemary, for her
organisation of the event, and for
keeping everything in order over the
last 12 months, and taking the load
off the president!
May your board remain stiff!

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.tas.awci.org.au
19 Mornington Rd
Mornington TAS 7018

Phone: (03) 6228 1411
Email: admintas@awci.org.au

around
the states

victoria
JOHN LAWRENCE
President, AWCI Victoria

President’s Report
Welcome back everyone, we hope you have all had a
wonderful start to 2020.

impacted on our members and making positive changes that
will enhance and bring value to our industry and association.

AWCIV certainly has some exciting opportunities ahead! We
expect 2020 to be a year of change and structure with a
key focus being members past and present.

Our goal is to work extensively on new member features
and benefits and recognise the needs of what our industry
requires.

Working together with the AWCIV Board, we will focus on
strategies and objectives in multiple areas to bring about
exciting ideas and opportunities to implement in 2020.

I look forward to working with AWCIV team on exciting new
initiatives for our future.

One of our main aims is to review factors that have

One of our main aims is to review
factors that have impacted on our
members and making positive changes.

Victoria office changes
AWCI Victoria would like to officially introduce and
welcome its new committee members as of December
2019. Should you wish to raise an enquiry with
someone directly in our office, we have also included
contact details within the relevant areas to assist you
further.
Tersia Bruiners – Acting CEO
E: tersiab@awci.org.au
Aleksandra Kustura – Membership, Events and
Marketing Officer (from RTO)
E: membersvic@awci.org.au
Natalie Wicks – Senior RTO Administrator
E: rtotraining@awci.org.au
John Lawrence – President Vic (Plaster Plus)

RM00786AA

Bojan Kilibarda – Vice President Vic (I.A Boarding)
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Charles Barakat – New executive committee member
(Knauf)
Gerard Moran – New executive committee member
(USG Boral)

Five Minutes With...
Joshua Campbell
Procoat Rendering Solutions

Key Dates
for 2020
JULY 2020

Apprenticeship
Challenge

August 2020

Awards of Excellence
Q: When did you join AWCI AND WHY?
A: I joined two years ago due to limited
options and poor experiences with other
companies (providers).

Q: Tell us a bit about yourself
A: Easygoing, fun loving gentle soul. I
enjoy things like surfing and skating.

Q: Funniest moment ON THE JOB?
A: Every day has its moments, but one
that sticks out is the time I nailed my shirt
to the wall.

Q: Biggest challenge?
A: The great outdoors and weather.
Q: Favourite part of job?
A: Love being outside all day and
creating and finishing a job (the overall
transformation).

Q: WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN?
A: Surf, skate and enjoy a cheeky beer.
Q: FAVOURITE HOLIDAY SPOT?
A: Anywhere that has snow or a beach .

AWCI VIC would
like to extend a
warm welcome to
our new members:
Plastered 2 Perfection
Northern Plasterboard
Midwest Plaster

Tersia Bruiners

Aleksandra Kustura

Natalie Wicks

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.vic.awci.org.au

Bojan Kilibarda

Charles Bakarat

Gerard Moran

451 Warrigal Rd
Moorabbin Vic 3189
Phone: 03 9553 6363
Email: membersvic@awci.org.au

around
the states

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

RACHEL MCMAHON
President, AWCI Western Australia

President’s Report
STATE OF THE INDUSTRY
The latest building approvals data
foreshadows a recovery for the West
Australian housing industry. Australian
Bureau of Statistics figures released show
a rise in the number of detached housing
approvals in December a 3.6 per cent rise
on November and an uplift for apartments
and units as well with an increase of 15.5
per cent on the previous month and 15.1
on the previous year.
There has been an uptake on the First
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Homeowner Grant applications which
increased in the December quarter. Still the
road to recovery in the residential market is
going to be slow.
Commercially it has been busier, new
projects with the announcement of the
Chevon Headquarters that is expected
to create 1200 jobs onsite during the
development and construction. Other
construction opportunities include the
redevelopment of the former Fremantle
Technical College and a development

opportunity at Scarborough Beach for
an eight to 12 storey development with
shops, bars or cafes.
In the North West there have been
some recent announcements of major
projects planned, such as the $53.7
million Newman Hospital and the Broome
Notre Dame University. In the southwest
it remains steady and strong; two
commercial projects currently being done
by members is the Busselton Shopping
Centre and the Microbrewery.

AROUND THE STATE

Drywall Lining Course
We are now offering a three-day
drywall lining course that will be held
over three consecutive Saturdays
or evenings. This will give workers
in the building industry the chance
to Upskill and gain more skills and
knowledge towards employment,
with a Certificate of Participation.

Save the Date!
Awards of Excellence Dinner
Aloft Hotel, 15th August 2020
Our 31st Awards of Excellence will be held
at the Aloft Hotel. Situated on the top
storey with stunning Perth and river views.
Award of Excellence Nomination forms are
now out, and we look forward to seeing the
entries from Regional areas and Perth.

E-Newsletters
Members are urged to open their
newsletters that are sent frequently
as they have updates on industry
news, safety, technical, events,
updates on wages and awards,
mental health, webinars and more.

The course will cover:
• Health and safety
• Plan and prepare
• Tools of the trade
• Introduction to setting out
• Measuring and cutting
plasterboard to correct sizes
• Fix, level and plumb standard wall
sheets
• Door and window openings
• Identifying different types and
sizes of plasterboards
• Direct bonding of plasterboard to
brick and blockwork (dot and dab)
• Install metal beads
• Introduction to tape and jointing
• Hand sanding
• Setting out standard paper face
cornice
• Cut, install and finish standard
paper face cornice
• Clean up
• Performance evidence
• Knowledge evidence.
www.awci.org.au/wa/events/
drywall-lining-training-course/
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AROUND THE STATE

AWCI WA Sundowner
Cottesloe Beach Hotel
What a great location for our sundowner this year, the Cottesloe
didn’t fail to disappoint. Thanks to all who attended and special thanks
to Rondo Building Services and W A Direct Plasterboard for their
sponsorship.
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Proudly sponsored by

Five Minutes With...
John Lindsay
Johns Building Supplies

Key Dates
for 2020
1 May

Sundowner SOUTH-WEST
Amelia Park Lodge
Tavern

8 MAY

Q: When did you join the AWCI and why?
A: JBS joined approximately three years ago
as we saw it as an opportunity to support
the industry during a difficult time.

up to say, “How the hell do you get this
paper off the plasterboard? I’ve been at it
for most of the morning and haven’t got
anywhere with it!” Hilarious.

Q: Tell us a bit about yourself:
A: Sixty-seven years young with 30

Q: the biggest challenge in your business?
A: Trying to make people understand that

years in the family business. Thought
about retirement but changed my mind as
everyone needs a focus.

the principles of doing business are still
the same as the dim dark ages—it’s only
the tools available to do business that
have changed.

I've been long involved with the Perth
Cricket Club (since 1968), including 27 years
as president and not done yet. I've been a
sponsor of the Perth Football Club for 25
years as well.
I undertake physical training five mornings a
week to try and become slim and tawriffic...
not successfully though!
I have been involved with the odd “good”
thoroughbred racehorse albeit in a small
way, including the Gai Waterhouse-trained
Rock Kingdom, which won The Epsom
Handicap in Sydney 2009.

Q: Funniest moment on the job?
A: One Saturday morning a customer called

Q: Favourite part of the job?
A: Being involved with a customer that

ANNUAL GOLF DAY
Maylands Golf Course

12 JUNE

APPRENTICE CHALLENGE
South Metropolitan TAFE

15 august

AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE
DINNER
Aloft Hotel

comes back to you at the end of their
project and thanks you for your assistance
and support. Out come all the photos from
a very proud and satisfied client.

Q: What do you do for fun?
A: Just enjoy life to the best of my ability
and try to mix with happy people.

Q: Favourite holiday spot?
A: Queenstown NZ. God's country. If you

AWCI WA would
like to extend a
warm welcome
to new members:

haven’t been there, you must go.

Noise Control
Systems
CK Ceilings

Apprentices in the West
Numbers at the TAFE’s remain the
same and it’s a continued struggle:
36 apprentices at North Metropolitan
Tafe, 28 apprentices and six pre-apps
at South Metropolitan Tafe.

The Apprentice Challenge will be held at

Apprentices coming out of their
apprenticeships are offered a oneyear membership with the AWCI WA.

Australian can be very rewarding and

the South Metropolitan Tafe on 12 June
2020.
Taking on apprentices in Western
there are great incentives available
for employees of up to $22,000.

For membership enquiries,
visit our website at

www.wa.awci.org.au
PO Box 1819 Malaga WA 6090
Phone: 0433 586 119
Email: adminwa@awci.org.au

off the

wall
Sudoku

did you
know?

The Canary Islands were named after
dogs, not birds. The archipelago is part
of Spain, with the name coming from the
Latin phrase Canariae Insulae for
"island of dogs."

Crossword

What's the best thing about
Switzerland?
I don't know, but the flag is a big plus.

Solutions

ACROSS
1. Pulled
5. Ox harness
7. Make on loom
8. NZ bird
9. Delicate fabric
10. Nonconformist
11. Alone, by ...
13. Central US state
14. Car shed
18. Blueprint
21. Molten rock
22. Sayings
24. Himalayan republic

DOWN
25. Wearing footwear
26. Travel by yacht
27. Overly fat
28. Garden of Creation
29. Ponged.

1. Chattering
2. Slicer
3. Miniature (plant)
4. Risked
5. Shades of gold
6. Striking with foot
12. Haul with effort
15. Ashamed
16. Forsake
17. Broke out suddenly
19. Outcome
20. Lay cosily
22. Modify
23. Gangway

A Spanish captain was walking
around his ship when a soldier rushes to him and exclaims, "An
enemy ship is approaching us!" The captain replies calmly, "Go get
my red shirt." The soldier gets the shirt for the captain. The enemy
ship comes in and heavy rounds of fire are exchanged. Finally, the
Spaniards win. The soldier asks, "Congrats sir, but why the red
shirt?" The captain replies, "If I got injured, my blood shouldn't be
seen, as I didn't want my men to lose hope." Just then, another
soldier runs up and says, "Sir, we just spotted another 10 enemy
ships!" The captain calmly replies, "Go bring my brown pants."
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Who’s Who at AWCI ANZ

A

INDUSTRIES

Australia & New Zealand

AWCI ANZ Contacts
Head Office: PO Box 43, Cardiff NSW 2285
Ph: (03) 9809 1946 E: info@awci.org.au W: www.awci.org.au

@awcianz
www.facebook.com/awciforum

AWCI ANZ Executive Committee
PRESIDENT

SA STATE AFFILIATE

NZ REPRESENTATIVE

RONDO BUILDING SERVICES

Tony Roberts
Macquarie Drywall Pty Ltd
c/o AWCI ANZ
PO Box 43, Cardiff NSW 2285
Ph: (03) 9809 1946

Jared Repen
Premier Linings
PO BOX 128,
Unley SA 5061
Ph: 0437 799 450

Dominic Gillespie
57-87 Lockwood Rd
Erskine Park NSW 2759
Ph: (02) 9912 7379

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT

TAS STATE AFFILIATE

Stuart Phelps
Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097
Greerton 3141 New Zealand
Ph: +64 2 171 6310
E: admin@awcinz.org.au

Stephen Langridge

Clinton Steele
Brock Plaster
19 Mornington Rd
Mornington Tas 7018
Ph: (03) 6228 1411

VICE PRESIDENT
Stuart Phelps
Tauranga Plasterers
PO Box 9097, Greerton 3141 NZ
Ph: +64 2 171 6310

NSW STATE AFFILIATE
Tony Roberts
Macquarie Drywall Pty Ltd
PO Box 43, Cardiff NSW 2285
Ph: (02) 4954 9866

QLD STATE AFFILIATE
Perry Richardson
Pro Plaster
c/o AWCI QLD
12/16 Crockford St
Northgate Qld 4013
Ph: (07) 3846 5688

VIC STATE AFFILIATE
John Lawrence
Plaster Plus
c/o AWCI VIC
451 Warrigal Rd,
Moorabbin Vic 3189
Ph: (03) 9553 6363

WA STATE AFFILIATE
Kim Prout
16 Timbermill Cres
Broadwater
Busselton WA 6280
Ph: 0407 988 465

BCG PLASTERBOARD
Dave Rodek
200 Maidstone St
Altona North VIC 3018
Ph: (03) 9392 9444

CSR GYPROCK
Richard Halbert
19 Sheffield Rd
Welshpool WA 6106
Ph: 1300 724 505

USG BORAL
Darren Sandercock
39 Burleigh Ave
Woodville North SA 5012
Ph: (03) 9214 2126

WINSTONE WALLBOARDS
Peter Collins
PO Box 12256
Penrose Auckland 1642
Ph: +64 2 74 445 770

JAMES HARDIE
Matthew Pearse		
10 Colquhoun St
Rosehill NSW 2142
Ph: 13 11 03

KNAUF PLASTERBOARD
Peter Rodgers
26 Circuit Dr, Hendon SA 5014
Ph: 1300 724 505

State Membership, Administration and General Assistance Enquiries
AWCI NEW SOUTH WALES

AWCI VICTORIA

AWCI TASMANIA

AWCI NEW ZEALAND

Jane Barnes
PO Box 450, Parramatta NSW 2150
Ph: (02) 9891 6188
E: awci_nsw@bigpond.net.au

Aleksandra Kustura
451 Warrigal Rd
Moorabbin Vic 3189
Ph: (03) 9553 6363
E: membersvic@awci.org.au

Clinton Steele
19 Mornington Rd
Mornington Tas 7018
Ph: (03) 6228 1411
E: clinton@brockplaster.com

AWCI SOUTH AUSTRALIA

AWCI WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Richard Arkinstall
PO Box 45098
Waterloo Lower Hutt 5042
New Zealand
Ph: +64 27 288 3770
E: admin@awcinz.org.nz

Louise Langridge
6 Todd St, Port Adelaide SA 5015
Ph: (08) 8440 2438
E: adminsa@awci.org.au

Belinda Goddard
PO Box 1819, Malaga WA 6090
Ph: 0433 586 119
E: adminwa@awci.org.au

AWCI QUEENSLAND
Suzanne Rainbow
12/16 Crockford St
Northgate Qld 4013
Ph: (07) 3846 5688
E: suzanneb@awci.org.au

INTERIM TECHNICAL MANAGER
Kim Prout
E: technical@awci.org.au
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